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i'�? STATE TAX COMMISSIONER'S STATEMENT . .:; � 
FOR THE DETERMINATION OF THE CAPIT ALIZA TWN" � 
RA TES FOR MANAGED TIMBERLAND FOR PROPERTY 
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On May l, 1999, the Legislative Rule for the appraisal of managed timberland properties (See 
§ 110 CSR l H) became effective. This notice will address one of the valuation variables, the
capitalization rate, setting forth the generally accepted appraisal procedures used in developing the
respective rates and in applying the rates to income streams generated by managed timberland
properties. To this end, this notice will discuss development of capitalization rates for managed
timberland.

DISCUSSION 

The International Association of Assessing Officers text Property Appraisal and Assessment 
Administration, 1990, defines a capitalization rate as: "Any rate used to convert an estimate of income 
to an estimate of market value; the ratio of net operating income to market value." Jn other words a 
rate used to convert an estimate of future income into an estimate of present value. 

The average statewide capitalization rate (based on a 5-year weighted moving average of 
various components) for managed timberland is determined annually by the Tax Commissioner 
through the use of generally accepted methods of determining such rates. The rate is based on the 
assumption of a discounted cash flow model based upon harvest intervals reflected in Appendix 4 of 
§ ll0CSR lH.

Generally, there are three (3) components that must be considered and, if appropriate, 
developed and included in an overall capitalization rate. These components are: the discount 
component, the recapture component, and the property tax component. The development of the 
components is discussed in the Rule under Section § 110 CSR I H-12.1. These are as follows: 
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DISCOUNT COMPONENT 

The swnmation technique is used to develop a discount component of the capitalization rate. 
The five sub-components of the discount component are: 

Safe Rate. - The safe rate reflects a rate of return that an investor could expect on an investment of 
minimal risk. This rate is developed through weighted averages of interest rates offered on five-year 
United States Treasury Bills for the five years immediately preceding the appraisal date. 

Nonliquidity. - The nonliquidity rate is developed through an annual review to determine a 
reasonable estimate of time that timberland, when exposed for sale, remains on the market before 
being sold. The time thus determined is used to identify United States Treasury Bills with similar 
time differentials in excess of thirteen-week Treasury Bills. The interest differential between these 
securities is used to represent the nonliquidity rate. For example, if it is determined that a tract of 
timberland remains on the market for an average of nine months (39 weeks) before being sold, the 
nonJiquidity rate is derived by subtracting the rate on 13-week Treasury Bills from the rate on one
year Treasury Bills. This review considers the weighted average of these differences for a five-year 
period immediately preceding the appraisal date. 

Risk Rate. -- The relative degree of risk of an investment in timberland is developed through an 
annual review of thirty-year United States Treasury Bills less five-year United States Treasury Bills. 
The review considers the weighted averages of debt and equity components of these differences for a 
five-year period immediately preceding the appraisal date. 

Management Rate. -- The management rate represents the cost of managing the investment, not 
the cost of managing the timberland. Historically, the management rate has been one-half of one 
percent (0.5%); therefore, this rate is considered the industry standard for current applications. 

Inflation Rate (negative). - NominaJ interest rates, including the "safe rate" mentioned above, are 
rugher than real rates by an amount representing expectation of future inflation. Therefore, the 
capitaJization rate must be a real rate, net of expectation of inflation. The inflation rate is established 
through a weighted average analysis of the most recent five calendar year's urban conswner price 
index as determined by the United States Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics. 

In determining the discount component of the capitalization rate, the Tax Commissioner 
detennines the sum of the safe rate, the nonJiquidity rate, the risk rate, and the management rate, and 
deducts from this sum the inflation rate. 
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RECAPTURE COMPONENT 

The discount component previously discussed provides an investor with a rate of retum�n

investment (interest). The second capitalization rate component, recapture, provides the investor with 
a return-of-investment principal (i.e.: provides an estimate of return necessary for the investor to 
recover the principal invested). Once a capitalization rate has been developed, the income series is 
discounted to present worth through selection of a multiplier(s). The multiplier has a built in factor 
for recapture thus removing the need to separately accommodate for recapture in the capitalization 
rate. 

PROPERTY TAX COMPONENT 

The final component, property taxes, is derived for Class II, Class III, and Class IV properties 
by multiplying the assessment rate by the statewide average of tax rates on such classes of property. 

APPLICATION 

The rates as developed above (and shown on attachments) are applied against the difference 
between future values of the hruvest (at determined harvest intervals) less the future value of the 
management costs less a property tax adjustment for each class of property. 

For more infonnation concerning the development of capitalization rates for managed 
timberland properties see§ 110 CSR 1 Hor contact the State Tax Department at (304) 558-3940 . 

Notice of this determination will be flied in the West Virginia Register. 

Issued: -----'J=an=u=ary=---=--30""'.-=2=0=19'------

State Tax Department 
Property Tax Division 
P. 0. Box 2389
Charleston, WV 25328-2389

��� 
State Tax Commissioner 

Operator on Duty 8:30 am - 5:00 pm 
Monday through Friday 
Phone: (304) 558-3940 
FAX: (304) 558-1843 


